What’s new in DeepKnowledge 8.0?
The team of experts at DeepKnowledgeTM in their pursuit for excellence, strive to continuously upgrade and evolve. The
guiding aim is to ensure delivery of the highest quality of cost-effective knowledge and learning solutions via
state-of-the-art technology.
The current version 8.0 introduces the following additional features:

Intelligent Return on Investment (ROI) Module
The improvised ROI module is designed to optimize decision-making processes and ensure that an institute’s library
budget is well spent on those resources that are most beneficial for their unique researcher profiles. It provides a way to

Measure Cost Effectiveness of Investment in Resources

The system in version 8.0 runs constant checks in the background on all subscriptions to ascertain their cost effectiveness
levels. The principle behind this measurement is comparing the cost of a subscription with its actual usage patterns
revealed by the data for the particular institute.

Obtain Intelligent Predictions based on Historical Data

Fuelled by Artificial Intelligence, the version 8.0 algorithms are designed to process historical information that is recorded
in the application over the year. This data is based on the actual usage and is used to churn out precise predictions, which
can then be used at the end of the year to explain the budget and predict its future effectiveness.

Catalogue and Circulations
Even though DeepKnowledgeTM primarily facilitates management of electronic content resources, there is now an optional
module available for those institutes that are also looking to efficiently manage their offline content and print books.
This catalog module enables taking care of the physical library workflow and managing their physical books inventory.

Improved Electronic Resource Management (ERM) Module
The improved ERM module enables convenient self-tracking of the following Selection
Acquisition
Licensing

Access
Maintenance
Usage

Evaluation
Retention
De-selection of a library's electronic information resources.
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